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ABSTRACT approximately 650 m below the ground surface in southeast
Two processes are identified that can influence the quantity of New Mexico (WIPP PA Division, 1991a). Most excavated
wastes brought to the ground surface when a waste disposal rooms will be approximately 91 m long, 10 m wide and 4 m
room of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is inadvertently high. Transuranic waste packaged in 55-gallon drums or
penetrated by an exploratory borehole. The first mechanism is standard waste boxes will be placed in each room and
that due to the erosion of the borehole wall adjacent to the backfilled primarily with crushed salt.
waste caused by tile flowing drilling fluid. The second concerns After the WIPP repository is filled with waste and sealed, the
the borehole spall caused by the flow of waste-generated gas to waste is expected to be slowly compacted by salt creep from an
the borehole. Available literature concerning both processes original waste room height of 4 m to a compacted height of
and a quantitative model for erosion are presented. 1.5 to 2 m within 1(30to 200 years. The overburden (vertical)
Calculations are shown that confirm the importance of gas- stress acting on the waste will also increase to the lithostatic
induced spall but no definitive model is developed. It is stress (-14.8 MPa) during this period. The waste in its
concluded that constitutive data for decomposed waste must be unmodified form will consist of a mixture of contaminated
developed and additional experiments performed to assess the organic (e.g., cloth, wood, rubber, plastics) and inorganic
full significance of this latter mechanism. (e.g. metals, glass) materials. After placement in the mined

(salt) repository, the waste will be compacted by creep closure
of the surrounding salt and in addition may become exposed to

INTRODUCTION brine. The exposure of the metallic waste to brine is expected
The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), located in southern to cause corrosion of the metals and as a by-product will

New Mexico, is the first planned, mined geologic repository generate gas (H2). Additional gas will be generated by the
for transuranic wastes generated by U.S. defense programs, biodegradation of the organic materials in the waste
WIPP is currently being evaluated to assess compliance with inventory. The gas volumes generated by corrosion and
the requirements of EPA 40 CFR 191 Subpart B (WIPP PA biodegradation are expected to increase continuously for
Division, 1991a). Briefly, this requirement, promulgated by hundreds of years and the pore pressure may reach and possibly
the Environmental Protection Agency, limits the amount of exceed the lithostatic overburden stress. During this time the
radioactive material that can be released to the accessible repository is also expected to expand under the influence of
environment over a 10,000-year regulatory period, the elevated gas pressure.

Of Ihe possible pathways for release during this period, one At some time within the 10,000-year regulatory period,
of the most important is that caused by the inadvertent there is some probability that one or more exploration
penetration of a waste disposal room by an exploratory drill boreholes will be drilled into and through the compacted waste
bit. Assuming that current, standard drilling practices for gas and some of the waste will be carried to the surface as a direct

and oil are used, mechanisms governing the direct removal of result of the drilling process. The volume of waste removed to
radioactive waste will be discussed and, where possible, the ground surface will depend upon the physical properties of
quantified, the compacted, decomposed wastes, the drilling procedures

used, and the pore pressures encountered. Because of
radioactive decay, the radioactivity of nuclides in the removed

BACKGROUND waste (in curies) will also dependupon the time of intrusion.
The WIPP repository will consist of a number of excavated

wasle disposal rooms located in bedded halite (salt)
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increasing the diameter of the bored hole. The eroded material
MECHANISMS FOR WASTE REMOVAL will then be passed to the surface in the flowing drilling fluid.

There are at least two mechanisms that can be identified as Flow in the annulus between the drill collars may be either
contributing to the removal of waste to the accessible laminar or turbulent. For laminar flow, the analysis lends
environment over and above that transported by the direct itself to classical solution methods. Turbulent flow, where the
cutting of a gauge borehole. The first is the erosion of the flow is assumed to be axial with no rotational component,
borehole wall caused by the action of the upward-flowing requires a more approximate approach. A discussion of these
drilling fluid within the annulus formed between the borehole two cases follows.
wall and the drill collars. The second arises from the effect on

the waste of waste-generated gas escaping to the lower-
pressure borehole. Both of these phenomena are discussed in LAMINAR FLOW
this report, and models for them are also described. In the case Some of the early work on laminar helical flow of a non-
of erosion, a quantitative model is developed that is based on Newtonian fluid in an annulus was performed by Coleman and
an effective shear strength for erosion of the compacted, Noll (1959), and Fredrickson (1960). The laminar helical flow
decomposed waste. In the absence of specific experimental solution procedure outlined below is, for the most part, an
data, waste removal from the borehole wall into tile drilling adaptation of methods described in a paper by Savins and
fluid due to gas flow is much more difficult to address. For this Wallick (1966).
latter mechanism, the general phenomenology is discussed, One of the principal difficulties in solving for the shear
but no definitive quantitative model for this phenomenon is stresses within a helically flowing drilling fluid it the shear
presented in this report, rate dependence of the fluid viscosity. This non-Newtonian

fluid behavior necessitates choosing a functional form for the
variation of viscosity with shear rate for the fluid. There are

MECHANISM l: EROSION WITHIN THE several functional forms for the viscosity of drilling fluids
BOREHOLE ANNULUS that can be assumed. For example, in tile oil and gas industry

the Bingham and power law models are often used to
IN T R O D U CT I O N approximate the shear rate dependenceof the fluid viscosity.

In the oil and gas drilling industry, it has been suggested A less common function is a form chosen by Oldroyd (1958)
(Broc, 1982)that driilhole wall erosion may be influenced by and used in the analysis by Savins and Walliek (1966).
a number of factors: Oldroyd assumed that the viscosity varied according to the

•The shear of the drilling fluid against the hole wall functional relation
during circulation.

•Suction effect during pipe movement. [1+O2i-.2]•Eccentricity of pipe with respect to the hole. 1"1=1'1° i + O11"2 ' (1)•Impact of the solid particles in the mud on the walls.
•Physical and chemical interaction between the mud

and tile exposed formation, where G 1 and G2 are constants, 1"1o is tile limiting•Time of contact between the mud and the formation.

Although there are a number of factors that may influence viscosity at zero rate of shear, 1"1.. (defined as rlo(G2/O 1)) is

borehole erosion, industry opinion (Darley (1969), Walker the limiting viscosity at infinite rate of shear, and rts the

and Holman (1971)) appears to single out the effects of fluid shear rate. The viscous shear stress is described by 1:= Til".
shear acting on the borehole wall and the character of the fluid The Oldroyd viscosity, Equation (1), is a rate softeningflow (laminar or turbulent). To consider these effects, it is

(pseudoplastie) model that has an initial slope of 1"1o and anecessary to know the threshold fluid shear stress acting on
the borehole wall that will initiate erosion. This "effective" limiting slope of 1]** for large shear rates.

borehole shear strength for erosion must be determined by The Oldroyd model cannot account for drilling fluids that
experiment and may be different for laminar and turbulent exhibit a yield stress. However, above a shear rate of zero,
flow. In the following analysis, it is assumed that borehole parameters can be chosen so that the' model can be made to
erosion is caused primarily by the magnitude of the fluid shear approximate the pseudoplastic rate response of many drilling
stress acting on the borehole wall. fluids.

Savins and Wallick (1966), expanding on the work of
Coleman and Noll (1959) and Fredrickson (1960), showed that

A N A LY S IS the solution for laminar helical flow of a non-Newtonian fluid
In the annulus formed by the collars or drill pipe and the in an annulus could be written in terms of three nonlinear

borehole wall, the flow of the drilling fluid has both a vertical integral equations.
and rotational component. Within this helical flow pattern,
shear stresses are generated by the relative motion of adjacent
fluid regions and by the action of the fluid on the borehole
wall. In this analysis, it is assumed that if the fluid shear
stress at the wall exceeds the effective shear strength for
erosion of the wall material (filter cake or compacted
repository wastes), erosion of the wall material will occur,
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TURBULENT FLOW

ii ) ForNewtonian fluidswith Reynolds numbers greater than
p2 _ _.2 --=di3 0 about 2100, flow in a circular pipe or annulus starts to become

F1 = t3 1.1 more or less random in character, which makes orderly
oc mathematical analysis of the flow difficult, if not impossible.

1 With increasing Reynolds numbers, this random behavior

F2 = C_f-_- z_"] = 0 increases until, ata Reynolds number of about 3000, tile flowbecomes fully turbulent. In fully turbulent flow, momentum
o_ effects dominate and the fluid viscosity is no longer important

1 in characterizing pressure losses.

4Q (.._)I (o_2 - p2 ](p2 - _2 ]d The Reynolds number (Re) is defined asF3 : --_ + 4 _ _ o=O, (2) _
or. Re = "ffVD e_, (4)

11

where Ct isthe ratioof thecollarradiusover thecutting whereD e istheequivalenthydraulicdiameter,_"isthedrill
radius (Ri/R), A_ is the drill string angular velocity, Q is m

fluid density, V is the average fluid velocity, and _ is the
tile drilling fluid (mud) flow rate, r is the radial coordinate, and
/9 is the non-dimensional radial coordinate representing the average fluid viscosity.

For Newtonian fluids, the value to use for the viscosity is
ratio r/R. clear since the viscosity is constant for ali rates of shear.

The unknown parameters X2, RJ/2 , and C are related to Non-Newtonian fluids exhibit a changing viscosity with shear

the fluid shear stresses through the relations rate and present a special problem in calculating R e. For
C fluids that exhibit a limiting viscosity at high rates of shear

l:r0 =__p---_- (such as the Bingham model and in our case the Oldroydmodel), it has been suggested (Broc, 1982) that the limiting

Zrz = _'2_ Jp number.
The Reynolds number for ata Oldroyd fluid in an annulus can

._2 = Z2 + %2 (3) then be written as (Broc, 1982)w

where r, 0, and z represent radial, tangential, and vertical 0.8165DV'ffp (5)
coordinates associated with the cylindrical geometry of the Re = "_ '
drill bit.

where the hydraulic diameter is expressed as D = 2(R- R i),The three nonlinear integral equations represented by
Equation (2) generally must be solved numerically. By The most important influence viscosity has on the
expanding each of the integral equations into a Taylor series calculation of pressure losses in fully turbulent flow of non-
and retaining only the linear terms, a recursive solution Newtonian fluids appears to be in the calculation of the
procedure can be used (Newton-Raphson) to find the solution. Reynolds number. A far more important parameter is the

surface roughness past which the fluid must flow. The
For the specific case of borehole erosion, once a solution to Reynolds number, however, does have a role in determining

tile three integral equations in Equation (2) is found, the shear the onset of turbulence. For Newtonian fluids this number is

stress in the fluid at the wall can be calculated by setting I3 = 1 about 2100. For non-Newtonian, rate-thinning fluids, the
in the equations in Equation (3). By changing the outer radius critical value of Re tends to be greater than 2100 but less than
of the hole, the fluid shear stress can be forced to equal the 2400 (Walker, 1976). For our purposes, a value of 2100 will

repository effective shear strength for erosion. The required be used to represent Rec (the critical Reynolds number) for the
outer hole radius is determined by iteration. The derivatives Oldroyd fluid model. Since turbulent flow is more effective in
required for the iteration d'_/dRare found numerically, generating fluid shear stresses at the borehole wall, this

The effective shear strength for erosion (1:fail) equals the assumption is conservative.

threshold value of fluid shear stress required to sustain general There is a transition region beyond Rec before the
erosion at the borehole wall. Parthenaides and Passwell development of fully turbulent flow. In this regime the flow
(1970), in discussing investigations on the erosion of seabed has the character of both laminar and turbulent flow. However,
sediments and in chann_.Is, have noted that this effective soil since pressure losses increase rapidly in turbulent flow and
shear strength is not related to the soil shear strength as affect borehole shear stresses more severely, it will be

normally determined from conventional soil tests. The assumed that beyond Rec the flow is fully turbulent.
effective shear strength for erosion based on seabed data, as
determined by Parthenaides and Paaswell (1970), is on the Turbulent flow is very complex and, thus, to characterize the

turbulent flow regime, the great bulk of analysis has
order of 1 to 5 Pa and is thus smaller by several orders of concentrated on empirical procedures. For axial flow in an
magnitude than the macroscopic soil shear strength, annulus, the pressure loss under turbulent conditions can be

approximated by (Broc, 1982)
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2fL_'2 Mud flow rates are usually selected to be from 30 to 50

AP= (0.8165)D' (6) gallons/minute per inch of drill diameter (Austin, 1983) andusually result in flow velocities in the annulus between the
wheref is the coefficient of pressure head ;. ;s (Fanning drill collars and the borehole wall at or near the critical flow

friction factor) and L is the borehole length, state (laminar-turbulent transition) (Pace's letter on pages A-
tf the shear stress due to the flowing fluid is assumed to be 159 through A-164 of (Rechard et al., 1990)).

uniformly distributed on the inner and outer surfaces of the The drill diameter is related to the total planned depth of the
annulus, it can be easily shown using Equation (6) that the hole to be drilled. For gas wells in the 4000- to 10,000-foot
shear stress is related to the average fluid velocity through the range, it is likely that the drill used that passes through a
relation waste room would have a diameter of 10.5 to 17.5 inches. The

j'_'2 collar diameter is assumed to be less than the drill diameter by

"_= 2(0.8165)' (7) 2 inches.• The amount of material eroded from the borehole wall is
dependent upon the magnitude of the fluid-generated shear

The Fanning friction factor is empirically related to the stress acting on the wall and the effective shear strength for
Reynolds number and relative roughness by the equation erosion of the compacted, decomposed waste. In the absence.
(Whittaker, 1985) of experimental data, the effective shear strength for erosion

1 [ _: 1.255 "1 of the repository material is assumed to be similar to that of a

-- L =---Sj'fl'f =-4lOgl0 3.72D + ' (8) montmorillonite clay, with an effective shear strength forerosion of 1 to 5 Pa (Sargunam et al., 1973).
For tnrbulent flow, the shear stress acting at the borehole atwhere _:/D is the relative roughness. For circular pipes, D

the repository is dependent on the absolute surface roughness,
in thi:_equation represents the inside diameter and g is the The value chosen for the calculations exceeds that of very
absolute roughness or the average depth of pipe wall rough concrete or riveted steel piping (Streeter, 1958).
irregularities. In the absence of a similar equation for flow in Based on the sample set of input parameters shown in Table
an annulus, it will he assumed that this equation also applies 1, the code predicts that an original (gauge) borehole diameter
here, where D is the hydraulic diameter as defined earlier and I_ of 0.41 ra would erode to a final diameter of 0.597 m. During
is the absolute roughness of the waste-borehole interface, the erosion process the Reynolds number would decrease from

Using a relative roughness and a calculated Reynolds an initial value of 7259 to 5803. Thus, for the parameters
number, a Fanning friction factor can be determined by chosen in this case, the flow in the annulus remains turbulent
iteratively solving Equation (8). The value of the shear stress and only those equations governing turbulent flow are
acting on the borehole wall can then be determined from implemented.
Equation (7). Using an iterative procedure similar to that for The greatest borehole wall stresses and thus the most severe
the laminar flow problem, the fluid shear stress can be forced erosion occurs in the turbulent flow regime. It is interesting
to equal the repository shear strength for erosion (1;fail) to to note the sensitivity of borehole wall erosion to variations
obtain the final eroded borehole radius, of selected input parameters. This sensitivity is illustrated in

Figures 1, 2, and 3 for variations in initial mud velocity,
absolute borehole roughness, and effective shear strength for

EROSION CALCULATIONS erosion,respectively. For thesethree studies,the "base-case"
The equations governing erosion based on laminar and parameters in Table 1 are used and only the selected variable

turbulent flow were combined into a single FORTRAN was allowed to vary. For mud flow rate and absolute
computer code. Using appropriately selected input based on roughness, the chosen values cover their expected ranges,
the pi_ysical properties of the waste and other drilling (Expected ranges are shown on the ordinates of Figures 1 and
parameters, this code calculates the final eroded diameter of the 2.) Since there is greater uncertainty inherent in the assumed
borehole that passes through the waste. The drilling values for effective shear strength for'erosion, this parameter
paramelers chosen must reflect dala typical of that valid near is varied over a larger range.
the WIPP repository. For borehole roughness and initial mud velocity (whose

For drilling operations through salt in the Delaware basin expected fringes are more precisely established than the
(where the WIPP site is located), the drilling mud most likely expected range of effective shear strength), final eroded
to he used is a brine (Pace's letter on pages A-159 through A- ' •diameter is less sensitiv.e to borehole roughness and more
164 of (Rechard et al., 1990)), with the density cut somewhat ' sensitive to initial mud velocity. The sensitivity of final
with an emulsified oil. The mud density and viscosity eroded diameter to effective shear strength for erosion reveals
parameters required in the erosion calculations can be that no erosion occurs if the chosen shear strength is increased
estimated based on the assumption of the use of such a brine- by a factor of 100.
based drilling mud.

For drilling through salt, the drilling slxeds can vary from
40 to 220 rpm (Austin, 1983 and Pace's letter on pages A-159
through A-164 of (Rechard et al., 1990)). The most probable
speed is about 70 zpm (Pace's letter on pages A-159 through
A-164 of (Rechard et al., 1990)).
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Drillbltdlameter

1000 _:.:_:::_:_:-i!!_!:-i_!_ii!ii_.:::.__.:___:___i!i:::::_!i:i:i_:i.:i_:!:ii:_;_i!:!:fi_i
TABLE 1. EROSION PARAMETERS __:.=:................=_:.:==_,_.-_:-.=_::.::..==_====_..==:

li i

,,¢:

__ Definition_ ¢'_ ......."..........................................-.........................".........
"/.8 radians/s ]_'illstrin_ an_ul_ velocity, , _ 100 _..._i!!!!!!!!:_:_ii!ii!!!ii!::!iii!ii!!:.i_.!!!!!::i::!!_!!!!i!!i
0.204m ]:_'illradius _ .-.. ';:::::::'-.---:....................::,,"=::::::::::::::=:_:::_::::-::-::::,::v:v;::::-:-::-',
1.326m/s Initialmudflowvelocityin annulus _. ..................--q.----.......... _-......:-:--:-r..... :.........,., :::.=================================================

0.01834Pa*s Oldroydviscosityparameter(limiting m._ ...................*. ............
viscosityst zeroshearrate) ,_ om 10" " '_I._ .:-:'.:.:.::..:?.::.-.:.:.::':.:',,L:.::.:-EE_!_L:L:L:-E!:::_:':.:-.::'_L:_L::.L:.:.:.=._::.__.................. ..L|.......... .:.._.-¢ .................. • ................. '

0. l 082x1O"S Otdroydviscositypuameter _ $ ......:............::::::::::::-::::,L:'::'::::::'::::::::'::::::::::-:::
0.5410xi0-6 Oldroydviscosityparameter ..... ----!:_::.....:::i......... -................................[:\_ .......................

1210 kg/m3 Drilling fluid (mu;i density ............................................__
1 Pa '" Effectiveshearsu'engthforerosionOf waste I

material O. 3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
0.025m Absoluteboreholeroughness FinalErodedDiameter(m).......

FIGURE 3. SENSITIVITY OF ERODED DIAMETER TO

1.8 "I EFFECTIVE SHEAR STRENGTH FOR EROSION.

>, 1.6 ........................... __/O.

-/ .........................

"_ MECHANISM I1: WASTE-GAS-INDUCED
_, BOREHOLE SPALL
_ 1.4 .........................-----........;i ..................................--

g As discussed earlier, after the WIPP repository is filled with
:y_ __ c waste and sealed, the waste is expected to be slowly compacted
-_ < by salt creep from an original waste room height of 4 m to a
_-= 1.o compactedheightof1.5to2 m withinlOO to200 years.The

overburden(vertical)stresson thewaste willalsoincreaseto
the lithostaticstress(.-14.8MPa) during this period.0.8 , , .................

0.5 0.0 0.7 Corrosion and biodegradation of the waste prompted by brine
intrusion will generate gas, raising the gas pore pressure in

FinalErodedDiameter(m) the waste to values approaching and perhaps exceeding the
Iithostatic level within the next 700 to 2,000 years (Vaughn,

FIGURE 1. SENSITIVITY OF ERODED DIAMETER TO 1992). lt is expected that the Salado permeability will range

INITIAL MUD FLOW VELOCITY IN ANNULUS. from lxl0 "18 to lxl0 "20 m2. The compacted waste

permeability will vary between lxl0 "13 and 2.4x10 "17 m 2,
depending on waste form. Thus, the difference in permeability

0.05- of the compacted waste and the upper Salado formation is
• between approximately 1 and 7 orders of magnitude; hence, for

E 0.04 --"----:---'":::"-"---":":"-:_",:"":::::":"::--:":mach of thisrangeand for"brief"events,theSaladocan be

• consideredimpermeablecompared to the waste. As a first0.03 .............. approximation,the intrusionof a drillbitintothewastewill

"suddenly" expose the waste with its high pore pressure (for_' example, 14.8 MPa) to the borehole hydrostatic pressure oftr

=0.02----j .....Iiiiiii iii iiiiiii ! iiii 7.7 MPa (assuming a saturated salt solution is used while

drilling), and fl_e gas will escape to fl_e borehole after flowing

0.01 ........ through the compacted waste. The question that must be
answered is this: What effect does the flow of gas through the
waste have on the stability of the borehole wall, and does this

0.00 _, ........ process contribute to the quantity of waste material that
0.5 0.6 0.7 reaches the surface environment?

FinalErodedDiameter(m)

FIGURE 2. SENSITIVITY OF ERODED DIAMETER TO EXISTING LITERATURE
ABSQLUTEBOREHOLE ROUGHNESS. The disposal, compaction, and brine-induced corrosive

degradation of entombed contaminated waste is a unique
scenario and is not directly analogous to any phenomenon
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that has occurred in nature. However, considerable information Numerous methane-gas-induced outbursts have also been
exists in the literature on the exploration for and production of observed in sandstone formations located near coal seams.
fossil fuels and the problems encountered during these Sate and Itakura (1989) describe in detail one such event that
activities. It is interesting to note that, in these areas, related occurred in file Horonai coal mine in 1978.
phenomena have been observed. More pertinent to the possibility of spell due to a borehole

The failure, sloughing, or spalling of borehole walls is a penetrating a gas-saturated waste repository is the
common occurrence in oil and gas drilling and can be caused phenomenon of outbursts that occur when drilling through
by number of different mechanisms, including an encounter deep coal seams. Willis (1978) relates occurrences where
with a geopressurized formation. Short (1982) describes in "deeply buried coal seams are drilled and the coal literally
general terms the spalling or "popping off" of shale fragments 'explodes' into the wellbore .... Cases have been cited where
into the borehole caused by formation pore pressures greater only 1 ft of coal has been drilled and the hole is tight for 30 to
than the borehole pressure. He states that the condition occurs 60 ft as the driller pulls out of it." In such a case, although
primarily in shales but also indicates that there is field only a small length of coal was drilled, the "explosive"
evidence that this behavior may also occur in very-fine- response of the penetrated coal causes quantities of fractured
grained, well-cemented sands or in other formations with very coal to be projected up to 60 ft into the drill annulus, thus
low permeability. Cheatham (1984) reviewed the causes of restricting mud flow and potentially jamming the bit. Several
wellbore instability and indicated that one mechanism for reasons for this phenomenon are suggested, including the
collapse was the result of low borehole pressure adjacent to a release to the wellbore of entrapped, high-pressure gas in the
geopressurized formation, coal.

Fluid flow from a formation to a borehole is necessary for Some experiments have investigated the outbursting
wells to maintain gas or oil production. High differential phenomenon. Ujihira et al. (1985) demonstrated the
pressures between the formation pores and the borehole importance of tensile strength and gas pressure within the
enhance fluid production but tend to cause sloughing of the porous material on failure. Their experiments illustrated the
borehole wall. In poorly consolidated sand formations, the one-dimensional, progressive, catastrophic failure of a porous
sloughing of sand into the borehole (sand production) is an coal simulant when a sudden pressure drop was generated at one
important problem and has been studied by numerous authors, end. High-speed photography revealed that failure started at
The problem of sand production is related to the ability of sand the specimen face exposed to the pressure drop and rapidly
to form a stable arch. Hall and Harrisberger (1970), through (within 0.025 s) propagated through the specimen.
experiment, concluded that stability of a sand arch requires Minioutbursts were also generated in circular cylindrical
dilatancy and cohesiveness or some other constraint on the briquettes of coal pressurized with CO 2 and N 2 by Bodziony et
surface of the grains. Bratli and Risnes (1981) studied the al. (1989). In the latter, when the pressure at one end of the
failure of spherical sand arches both experimentally and briquette was suddenly reduced, the ensuing outburst caused the
theoretically using an elastic-plastic (Mohr-Coulomb) briquette to become divided into layers much like a sliced
approach. They concluded that collapse of the inner Coulomb salami.
zone of the spherical arch will occur if the pore pressure
exceeds the radial stress and the difference becomes equal to
the uniaxial tensile strength of the sand. Similar conclusions ANALYSIS
of stability were reached for sand in a cylindrical geometry by
Risnes et al. (1982). In this work, borehole stability in an CYLINDRICAL ELASTIC ONE-DIMENSIONAL
uncased hole was related to the permeability variation with APPROXIMATION
radius and to the cohesive strength of the sand. ]n both of the As a first attempt to addressthe problem of borehole spall, a
latter works the pore fluid was assumed to be incompressible one-dimensional cylindrical elastic approximation will be
and that steady-state conditions prevailed. Vaziri (1989) utilized, lt will be assumed that a gas-pressurized layer of
extended the work of Risnes et al. (1982)by considering the material (the repository) is instantaneously penetrated by a
time-dependent changes in the stress and fluid fields by using borehole of radius rh. At this time, the pressure in the hole is
finite-element procedures.

The effects of gas escaping from a geopressurized formation Ph and the repository pore pressure is constant for ali r > rh
to a borehole are also related to the phenomenon of coal at a value of pp (Figure 4).
outbursts. An outburst is the violent and potentially The total stress is a function of the effective stress and the

dangerous failure of a freshly exposed coal surface that pore pressure. In cylindrical coordinates where compressive
occasionally occurs in underground mining. An extensive stresses and the pore pressure are assumed positive, the total
review of outbursts and some of the theories hypothesized to normal stresses can be written:
explain them was given by Shepherd et al. (1981). In this

work, the role of geologic structures, coal stresses, and matrix Ozz = _z.z + P
gases is discussed. A definitive model for coal outbursts was
presented by Paterson (1986). The model is based on the Orr = Orr +P
pressure gradients generated by the flow of gas from the
micropores within the coal to the lower-pressure mine surface, t_00 = t_00 + P, (9)
These gradients generate body forces within the coal and a
tensile stress state that can exceed the tensile capacity of the where _zz, "_rr, O00 are the effective normal stresses and
coal. The outburst occurs when the coal near the mined surface p is the instantaneous repository pore pressure.
fails at a naturally weakened plane.
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_P + _evol±v2v2 p-y;-
Z 2kt

I "_ where k is the permeability, p. is the gas viscosity, (PO is

I _ the initial porosity, eve ! =_u/_r+tt/r is the volumetric
o strain, and V 2 = _2/ar 2 + 1lr x _/_r.

I mrh Repository Equations (10) and (1I) are coupled through the volumetric
strain and pore pressure. These equations can be solved
numerically using central difference approximations for the

! Pp _ derivatives on a nonuniformly spaced grid along the radius r
and explicit integration in time.

I r
Ph u

i COUPLED RESPONSE
For the coupled problem, a grid located near the borehole

I L,.////////////, was chosen. The numerical grid was defined by a borehole

' _//___// radius °f rh = 0"2 m' an initial z°ne size °f 0"01 m' a gr°wth

factor of 1.04, and a total of 78 nodes. This grid selection
I places the largest value of r at 5.07 m. Solving Equations (10)

and (11) simultaneously, the effective stress state and pore
pressure adjacent to the borehole was calculated using the
additional fixed input variables shown in Table 2.

FIGURE4. BOREHOLE PENETRATING GAS-FILLED Choosing an initial repository pore pressure of pp = 12.9
REPOSITORY (TIME=0). MPa, fl_edistribution of effective stresses and pore pressure as

a function of node position at 3 seconds after penetration is
shown in Figure 5. At 3 seconds, the hoop effective stress

If plane strain behavior of the repository is assumed, the (_00) and the vertical effective stress (_zz) remain
formulation is one dimensional and the radial displacement
can be represented by lt. For small strains in a porous elastic compressive, while the radial effective stress ('Grr) changes
material, the quasi-static (inertial effects are ignored) from a tensile to a compressive stress as r increases. The
equilibrium equation in terms of displacement can be written: variation of Urr as a function of time is plotted in Figure 6.

1 0u u 1 c)p
°_2u _- = --_ (10) TABLE 2. PROPERTIESUSEDFOR COUPLED
c)r2 r c)r r2 C Dr' CALCULATIONSASSUMINGAN INSTANTANEOUS

where BOREHOLEPRESSUREDROP

C = E(I- _) property Symbol
(1 + 9)(1- 29)' Repository Permeability k = lxlO "16 m2

Initial Porosity 1"1o= 0.19

E = elastic modulus of the porous matrix, and Hydrogen Viscosity J.t= 9.32x10 "6 Pa's= Poisson's ratio of the porous matrix ....
In the development of Equation (10), it is also assumed that Elastic Modulus E 1.8x109 Pa,,

the bulk modulus of the individual solid particles comprising Poisson's Ratio 1,)= 0.2i

the porous matrix is much greater than the bulk modulus of the Borehole Pressure' ph= 7.() MPa
porous matrix.

The pore pressure in the repository is governed by the flow Lithostatic Stress Gz,z = 14.8 MPa
and expansion of the gas as it moves towards the lower
pressure borehole. This flow can be represented by a As the gas initially flows into the borehole, the early-time
nonlinear equation in terms of pore pressure, volumetric radial effective stresses adjacent to the borehole are tensile
strain, and matrix porosity (Bear, 1972). This equation with the greatest peak tensile stress occurring very near the
assumes that a generalized Darcy's law remains valid (the borehole boundary. The size of the tensile region decreases
effect of matrix motions on Darcy's Law is ignored) and that with time until, after 9 seconds, ali effective stresses are
porosity changes are small enough that the permeability compressive (Figure 6). For an elastic material that is weak in
remains constant, tension, the results suggest that some degree of tensile

fracturing may occur in the vicinity of the borehole at the
location of the peak tensile stress and that sections of the

7 JERRY W. BERGLUND
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borehole wall could spall and fall into the flowing drilling mud
eventually to be brought to fl_esurface.

8.Oe+6
Initial Pore Pre=cure = 12.9Mpa

1.88+7 4.Oe+6
1.68+7

Pore Pressure Initial Pore Presgura=ld .1Mpa
1.48+7 _" 2.Oe+6o.. (3.
1.2e+7 "-"

o Llthostatic Streso 14.8 MPaa. 1.08+7 ,.
Initial Pore Pregsure 12.9 Mpa _ O.Oe+O

8.Oe+6
Stress Initial Pore Pressures1 8Mpa

6.0e+6
-2.0e+6

4.0e+6

'_ 2.08+6
_s 4.0e+6

O.Oe+0 0 20 40 60 80
Elfectlve Stress

-2.0e+6 Node Number

0 20 40 60 80

Node Number FIGURE 7. RADIAL EFFECTIVE STRESS AT 3
SECONDS AFTER PENETRATION FOR THREE

FIGURE5. EFFECTIVESTRESSES AND PORE DIFFERENTVALUES OF INITIAL PORE PRESSURE.
PRESSUREAT 3 SECONDSAFTER PENETRATION.

The long period of time over which the spallation process
5.o00+6 occurs compared to the above calculation (hours instead of

_ ....... _' seconds) is attributable to shale permeabilities several orders

4.000+6 Ofmagnitude smaller than those used in the above calculation.
Calculations using a decreased permeability (not shown) show
that the character of effective stress response remains much

_. 3.00e+6 /" the same as for the higher permeability case illustrated above,

i 2.0Oe+6 _#" Lithe=tatioStress14.8Mpa exceptthatthe timingof eventsis delayed.If the time of intrusion is such that the initial pore pressure4[

9 Secdlld_ _r InltlalPore Pre=sure 12.9Mpa approachesthe lithostatic stress,the tensile region for the

1"0°0+6t / / radialeffective stress increases significantly in radius. This isillustrated in Figure 7, in which the radial effective stress is

o.oOe+O-_,/x,_ Seconds plotted for three different cases of initial pore pressure at 3
I'V3 seconds secondsafter borehole penetration(ali of the remaining

-1.0Oe+6 s r .,, = ..........,=-" , , = , parametersarethe same as before). For an initialpore pressure
Node9-Max(_numl_ 40 60 80 equal to the lithostatic pressure, the radial effective stress in
Extento!TensileRegion NodeNumber an elasticmaterialremainstensileat ali radii andindeeddoes
(0.092m inis borehole wall) so for ali time.

FIGURE 6. RADIALEFFECTIVE STRESS.

BOREHOLE PRESSURE DECAY MODEL
These results are consistent with previous results for The analysis of the transient stress state adjacent to aincompressible fluids (Risnes et al., 1982) and with oil field

expe,'ience in geopressurized low-_rmeability shales (Short, borehole in the one-dimensional cylindrical case reported
1982). Under these field conditions, thin sections of shale above assumes that the pressurized repository was
have been observed to spall or pop off the borehole wall into instantaneously exposed to the hydrostatic pressure of thedrilling fluid. This assumption generates an upper bound for
the drilling fluid. When spelling shales are encountered in the the calculated stresses and maximizes the elastic radial tensile
field, the driller often raises the drill stem slightly to avoid stress field adjacent to the borehole. The actual pressure drop
jamming the drill bit in the spalling material. Then the that occurs depends upon the Salads (halite) properties above
spelling process is allowed to continue without further drilling the waste repository and the penetration rate of the drill bit.
until the process slows naturally (12 to 24 hours), permitting Berglund (1992) using a simple model showed that thethe cavings to be cleaned out by further drilling. The
intermittent nature of the spalling process is the result of the pressure decay time varied from as little as .003s for high
exposure of new surfaces following spallation and the Salads permeabilities and high drilling rates to several

minutes for low permeabilities and low drilling rates. This
initiation of a new gas pressure gradient and stress cycle, finite decay time must be accounted for to gain a more accurate

picture of the stress environment in the compacted waste. In

8 JERRY W. BERGLUND
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the followir_g, a linear time decay is used to represent the
pressure drop that occurs at the borehole boundary in the
cylindrical one-dimensional case. At time = 0 the borehole 1.00o+6

pressure is the same as the repository pressure pp (Figure 4) klthoetatloStrsss,,14.gMPaInitial PorePressure=13.8MPa

but decays linearly with time to the hydrostatic pressure of the 0.OOo-_
drilling fluid Ph and then remains constant. Plots of peak

pressdecaytime0.0s
tensile effective stress as a function of radius are plotted in "_" -1.00e+6 -'O..- press decaytime 2.0s
Figures 8 through 10 for different values of decay times, waste

permeabilities, and pore pressures. The parameters used in the _ --'O-" pressdecaytime10.0s
calculations are given in Table 3. _ -2.0Oe+6 _ press decay time60s

•"'13-" pressdecaytime300s

-3.0Oe+6

0.OOe+O- _ WastePermeabilityk=l, e-17m'*2

-4.O0e+6 • i ' i • i '
•1.00e+6 O 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0

NodeNumbers

_" -2.00e+6 / InitialP°re preeeuie=14'gMPa
Z _. pressd.ecaytime0.0s FIGURE 10. PEAK RADIAL TENSILE ENVELOPES FOR

o_ _ --.-4_..-._pres8¢l.ecayt!me?..0s•' DIFFERENT DECAY TIMES LITHOSTATIC STRESS == -3.00e+6 ==lr '-"U--" press.dec-ayt.lme10,0s
to I_ =-"O"- I_res9decay-time60.0S 14.8 MPA, PORE GAS PRESSURE = 13.8 MPA.

•"-'¢3-'- pressdecaytime?oo:?s.4.00e+6 | WastePermeabilityk= 1. e-17m**2
For a far-field pore pressure (initial pore pressure) equal to

the lithostatic stress (Figures 8 and 9 ), the radial stress field-5.O0e+6 • i • i • i •
remains tensile for ali values of permeabilities and decay rates.0 20 40 60 80
As might be expected, high-permeability wastes are much

Node Numbers more sensitive to long decay times than are low-permeability
wastes. A "long" decay time for the high-permeability case

FIGURE 8. PEAK RADIAL TENSILE ENVELOPES FOR (k=lxl0 "13 m2) is a fraction of a second, while for a low-

DIFFERENT DECAYTIMES. LITHOSTATICSTRESS= permeability waste (k = lxl0 "17 m2), the decay time isPORE GAS PRESSURE = 14.8 MPA.
several minutes. For far-field pore pressures lower than the
lithostatic stress (Figure 10), the extent of the radial tensile
field is diminished, as are the decay times necessary to
completely eliminate any radial tensile response. Over the

o.ooe+o- ranges of variables chosen, it is apparent that the range of
• decay times, as reported in Bergiund (1992) are brief enough to

-1.000+6 generate borehole elastic tensile stresses with magnitudes
LithostatlcStress=14.SMPa great enough to influence borehole spell.

-2.00e+6 InitialPore Preseure=14.gMPa

_ pressdecaytlmeOAs
-3.0Oe+6 --'-*-'- pressdecaytimeO.05s TABLE 3. PROPERTIES FOR COUPLED

•= . --.-o--' pressdecaytime0.02s CALCULATIONS WITH VARYING BOREHOLE PRESSURE
-4.00e+6 "-'=13- pressdecaytime0.0le

•"-13"- prosedecaytime0.0s Prooerty Values 1
i

-5.00e+6 RepositoryPermeability ]( = lx10-17 m2--ix10-13 m2

WastePermeabilityk= 1. e-13m"2 Initial Porosity (PO= 0.19

-6.00e+6 • i • i • / • HydrogenViscosity _ = 9.32x10"6 Pa's

0 20 40 60 80 ElasticModulus' E = 1.8xl09 Pa
NodeNumbers Poisso,'=Ralio 1.)= 0.2 .....

Borehole Pressure Ph = 7.7 MPaFIGURE 9. PEAK RADIAL TENSILE ENVELOPES FOR
DIFFERENT DECAY TIMES. LITHOSTATIC STRESS = Lithostatic Sire= OZ.Z= 14.8 MPa

PORE GAS PRESSURE = 14.8 MPA.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL EFFECTS

Since the compacted waste is not instantaneously penetrated
by an intrusion drill bit, the one-dimensional cylindrical

9 JEPJ_Y W. BERGI_.UND
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approximation is not strictly correct and two.dimensional coordinate r and time t. For a fixed time, the gas pressure field
effects must be considered, is used to generate a static solution of the effective stress field

Certain aspects of the two-dimensional character of near the borehole. Dynamic relaxation is used within
repository penetration by a borehole and the subsequent SAMSON2 to achieve the static solution.
release of gas pressure can be treated in an approximate sense In addition to the radial gas gradient field applied to
with the dynamic solid mechanics code SAMSON2 (Rudeen and elements within SAMSON2, the boundary conditions include
Rath, 1986) and an analytic model for gas diffusion. If the fixed remote boundary nodes (Figure 12) and an applied
volumetric strains of the solid matrix are small compared to vertical effective stress on the top surface (bottom surface a_
the porosity of the compacted repository material and the shown in the figure) of the repository. The sum of the gas
permeability is assumed to be constant, the flow of gas within pressure and the vertical effective-stress at the boundary is
the repository is independent of strains within tile solid equal to the lithostatic stress at the repository depth.
matrix and gas flow can be determined independent of the

Consider the case where the drill bit instantaneously
penetrates the repository to a depth equal to 1/2 of the drill bit Drill
diameter. This assumption is an improvement over the one- I_" Collar
dimensional cylindrical case where the entire thickness of the 1"1

repository is penetrated instantaneously. Under these impermeabl e ,_ Salado

conditions, it is possible to model a portion of the repository __ __W

and borehole boundaries with a rather simple two.dimensional Boundary aste
geometry (Figure 11).

In this geometry, the equation governing the flow of gas out
of the repository can be written

2--_ V2 P 2 = q)o "_- (12)

Comparing this equation with Equation (11) reveals that tile
term involving volumetric strain has been ignored, By FIGURE 11. TWO-DIMENSIONAL BOREHOLE MODEL.
ignoring the lower boundary between the compacted
repository waste and the Salado (infinite waste thickness) and
assuming that the Salado/waste boundary is impermeable, the The numerical solution of Equation (12) for gas flow was

pressure field can be assumed to be point symmetric, and V 2 performed with the same input variables as those listed in
is the one dimensional spherical differential operator defined Table 2, except for the initial repository pore pressure, whichwas made identical to the lithostatic stress of 14.8 MPa. To
by: obtain SAMSON2 results for the static stress field, the

pressure profile for 6 seconds (spherical geometry) was

V2 c32 2 c3 applied in the form of a pressure gradient to nodes in the= + (13)
o_r2 r igr SAMSON2 finite-element grid. Using the material properties

in Table 2 and dynamic relaxation in SAMSON2, the static
lt is observed that the choice of a uniform spherical stress and displacement field were calculated. The effective

geometry (Figure 11) and small strains allows the gas flow to stresses can be transformed into spherical coordinates and the
be approximated using an uncoupled one-dimensional radiaY effective stresses plotted for each element radial. The
equation. In a manner similar to the one.dimensional element radials are shown in Figure 12 and the radial effective
cylindrical case, Equation (12) can be solved numerically stresses are shown in Figure 13 for the 40 elements in three
usi,g central difference approximations for the derivatives on radials and where tensile stresses are negative. For
a nonuniformly spaced grid along the radius r, comparisop, one of the principal effective stresses is also

The material response, however, must be calculated in two plotted in Figure 13 for each of the three radials. The radial
dimensions. After dividing the region shown in Figure 12 effective stress and principal effective stress almost overlay
into 390 elements, the SAMSON2 code can be used to calculate completely in ali of the plots, indicating that the radial
the material response near the borehole. For simplicity, the effective stress approximates the peak effective tensile stress
radial spacing of the nonuniform SAMSON2 grid was chosen and that the radial direction is almost identical to one of the
to correspond to the finite-difference spacing of the gas principal directions.
diffusion equation. This eliminates the need to map the gas-
pressure results onto the solid mechanics grid. An
examination of the governing equations in SAMSON2 reveals
that the gas-pressure gradient acts as a body force on the
elements. The gas-pressure field determined from the solution
of Equation (12) is therefore used to generate a radial-body
force field on the elements used in the SAMSON2 simulation.

The gas-pressure field is a function of both the radial

10 JERRY W. BERGLUND
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I|JJJJ [ Lith°static Stresst*t into borehole drilling fluid. The elastic analysis is net#tt,tttt , r,, ,o,oo.,o..= oo°.,ot° ..o00., ) i k-'/ that is likely to occur during failure. Ii does, however, tend to
:{a Ii.* 1[ suggest conditions that are conducive to such a failure.
TF

'_J__;, INELASTIC DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE
WASTE

A more "realistic" representation of the decomposed,
compacted waste should consider its probable granular nature

I_X and nonlinear constitutive, and perhaps soil-like, character.For this analysis, the nonlinear, dynamic solid-mechanics

Radial 6 J code SAMSON2 (Rudeen and Rath, 1986) was used to calculate
the one-dimensional radial dynamic response of the waste near

t..x A Zx a borehole. The governing equations for the waste motions

Radial 1C_ (SAMSON2) and the gas flow equation were solved
simultaneously with the pore pressure field, providing body

FIGURE 12. SAMSON2 FINITE ELEMENT GRIDAND forces for tile SAMSON2 calculation. The gas flow is
ELEMENT RADIALS. governed by the equation

@*)
V "(Pd_bs) + 2"-ff " " _t '

(t4)

1.0oe+6

where l.t is gas viscosity,

0.o0e+O _ _ k=ko((p/(pO)3 1-(pO)2 1-(p)2 ispermeability,,ois

[( /( ]
_" initial porosity, k0 is initial permeability, (p = (PO + Cvol is

.1.00e+6 porosity, gvol = _u/_r+ u/r is volumetric strain, u is radial

•o __._ --,P-- ElernentRadlal6 displacement, V is the divergence operator, and 'Os is waste

-2.00e+6 W ----.q,-- ElementRadial10 velocity.
This equation is a more general form of Equation (11) and

accounts for changes in waste porosity, permeability, and the
...... matrix (waste) velocity. The permeability is a function of the-3.00e+6 ' I • l • l •

local porosity and is based on the Kozeny-Carmen equation0 10 20 30 40
RadialElementNumbers (Bear, 1972). Darcy's law is assumed to be valid with respect

to a coordinatesystem attached to the moving waste.
The constitutive nature of the compacted, decomposedwaste

FIGURE 13. RADIAL EFFECTIVE STRESS AND materials is presently not and perhaps never will be known
PRINCIPAL EFFECTIVE STRESS FOR ELEMENT RADIALS with great confidence, lt will, however, undoubtedly be quite

AT 6 SECONDS. different from the elastic, isotropic material assumed in the
earlier analysis. A not unreasonable assumption would be that
the compacted wastes behave as a soil material with little

The radial effective stress field distribution shown in Figure • cohesive strength..Choosing a soil-constitutive mode.l with a
13 is very similar .to that calculated using the cylindrical hydrostat and a yield surface and a small hydrostatic t.ensile

approximation (Figure 7) where the caiculated effective stress . strength (Figure 14), the coupled motion of the waste and flow
remains tensile near the borehole. The maximum radial . of the waste gas can be calculated.. . •
.effective stress.among the element radials (Figure 13) varies In th.e material model illustrated in Figure "14, the.

between -1.6 MPa and, -2.0 MPa and tl)e Waveforms are very hydrostatic pressure is also known as the mean norrfial stress:
similar. This suggests an almost point symmetric response which in terms of the three principal stresses is

centered at the borehole and that two-dimensional effects on 1/3(_ 1+ 0 2 + a3). The segment bulk moduli are denoted by
elastic stresses at this time are minimal. A magnified plot of
the static displacement vector field (not shown) clearly Ki ...... i=1,2,3 and the unloading modulus is K u. The failure
indicates that nodal displacements are toward the drill bit. or yield surface is governed by the second invariant of the

lt must be noted that the analyses of the stress state near the stress deviation or in terms of principal stresses:
borehole performed so far are based on linear elastic theory,

and that any inelastic phenomenology is ignored. For zr( 2 2 21
granular materials, the region near the borehole is likely to J2 = 6L °1-°2) +(02 -03) +(o3-Ol) j.
yield plastically (Risnes ct al., 1982), and for materials with
little or no cohesive strength, it may fail (spall) and be passed

11 JERRY W. BERGLUND
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K - 1.]3e8 Pa datameasuredfornear-surfacesoillocatedatMcCormickranch
] located south of Kh'tlandAir Force Base in New Mexico. This

g = 0.1 2e8 Pa model was selected because of its ready availability to the
2 author and, considering the lack of constitutive data for the

compacted decomposed waste, is one of many other models
". K = 0.303e8 Pa that could have been chosen.
I_ 3 The finite difference grid for the gas flow equation and the
+ K = 0.51 7e8 Pa finite element mesh for SAMSON2 were defined by a borehole

4 radius of rh = 0.2 m , an initial radial zone size of 0.01 m, a

K = K = 2.0e8 Pa growth factor of 1.04 and a total of 78 nodes. This grid
v S U selection places the largest value of r at 5.07 m and is identical

Hydrostat to the grids used in the previouselastic calculations. A single
._u_ K row of 77 rectangular elements consisting of 156 nodes was

li S assumed in SAMSON2, and only radial motions were

_ stress state, pore pressure, and nodal motions
admissible. The

•"o>.,_ K. K a,!jacent to the borehole were calculated using the additional
.'z: _ '_ U fixed-input variables shown in Table 4.

K i
K , .

I I

, , Volumetric TABLE 4. PROPERTIESUSED FORCOUPLED FLOWt I

' AND INELASTICSAMSON2 CALCULATIONS

-.001 -.01 -.047 -.067 ....
tensile cuttoff =7.0e4 Pa Property _ value

Initial Compacted Repository k0 = ix10-13 m2
Permeability,'

"-_ l-n/tlal Compacted Repository (PO = 0.19Porosity .
liydrogea Viscosity _1.= 9.32xi0"6 Pa's-- iii

1.6e6 Pa _ Borehole Pressure ph= 7.7 MPa (instanlaneou;

Yield• I .... pressure drop)7:
'_'_.. , Initial Repository P0re pp. 14.8 MPa

Surface "'_'" i Pr,s..re

i w.,. ,4ooWin'

Plots of radial displacement, pore pressure, volumetric
strain, and permeability at two times after the sudden

7.0e4 Pas initiation of gas flow are plotted in Figure 15. The inward
' =' motion of the waste is driven by the gas pressure gradient,

/ ] 4.0e4 Pa , which exceeds the tensile strength of the waste and which
I_ initially is greatest at the borehole boundary. This inward

radial motion increases the volumetric strain (in this case
-2.6 e6 Pa positive is tensile) and the permeability of the waste near the

Hydrostatic Pressure=113( GI+G2-FG3_ borehole. This increaseis reflectedat the first plottedtime. • 1.92x10 "4 s. The process is rapid (milliseconds) and, if left
unrestricted, would continue until the borehole was completely

FIGURE 14. CONSTITUTIVEMODEL CHOSEN FOR filled with waste.
REPOSITORY WASTES Unrestricted radial motion of the waste is unrealistic since

there is likely to be a drill string in the hole that will block
the radially inward motion of the waste. To study the behavior

The soil model is a modified elasto-plastic model that of the waste after its inward motion is prevented, the
employs a nonassociative flow rule and permits strain calculations were continued but restricted so that only 1 inch
softening. The failure surface is isotropic with a circular (0.0254 m) of inward radial motion of the borehole boundary
cross-section in the deviatoric plane and consists of a was permitted. Plots of radial displacement, pore pressure,
pressure-dependent region called the Drucker-Prager failure volumetric strain, and permeability at 0.032 s after the

initiation of gas flow are also shown in Figure 15. This timesurface and a pressure-independent region termed the von
is sufficiently long after the borehole wall is stopped at 1 inchMises failure surface. The model has been used extensively to

calculate the dynamic response of soils. (0.02.5.¢4m) for the principal transients to die out near the
No refined material model currently exists for decomposed borehole. As the waste presses against the drill string the

compacted wastes. The particular soil model shown in Figure volumetric strains become compressive and the waste
14 and chosen to represent the waste was developed from soil permeability decreases for the first several elements. For the

chosen waste constitutive model, the permeability decreases

12 JERRY W. BERGLUND
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i] _ by two orders of magnitude near the borehole wall. The
negative volumetric strain reflects a compressive state of
stress near the borehole. These compressive radial stresses are
plotted in Figure 16. The compressive stress field is the result 1.60e+7
of the pressure gradient close to the borehole and the motion J .___________.
restraint, and it follows that as the pore pressure decay extends

farther into the waste° the compressive stress field does so as _" 1.40o+7
weil.

These results suggest that the waste would continue to be _ 1.20e+7
impressed against the drill string until sufficient gas had

leaked from tile penetrated room to lo,vet the pressure _ 1.00e+7
gradients below a threshold governed by the cohesive strength
of d_e waste. The flow of gas from the room to the borehole is _.
slowed by the decreased permeability of the waste near the 8.00e+6
borehole boundary. As the compressive stress field advances
into the waste, the local permeability will also decrease,
further slowing tile gas outflow process. 6.00e+6

These results are based upc,n a rather arbitrary 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1,2
constitutive model and tile response for compacted waste will Radius(m)
undoubtedly be different. One possible difference between the
above response and that for compacted wastes will likely be in

tile decreasein permeability due to compressive stresses. One FIGURE 158. PORE PRESSURE AT 0.0001925 S AND
of tile principal constituents of the waste will be crushed 0.032 S.
halite. Tile permeability of tile waste/halite mixture prior to
intrusion is the result of compressive creep consolidation of

the halite component of the waste during an extended period. 0.Ol
Thus, after tensile or shear failurt due to an iuh'usion, a sudden
and significant decrease in permeability of the damaged waste
when itis replaced into a compressive state of stress is
unlikely.... 0.00

As with the one-dimensional cylindrical case, the two- E
dimensional model formulated earlier can be run dynamically 'E
with an inelastic material model. Using the material model [ -0.01
shown in Figure 14 and applying the same spherical pore j

pressure distribution (at 6 seconds) as for the static case the _" --0-- 0.032 I' _ 0.000192I
material near the borehole is observed (not shown) to contract -0.0'2
in a manner fully consistent with the stress field calculated for
the elastic, two-dimensional, static case. The contraction is
also consistent with the one-dimensional inelastic cylindrical -0.03

dynamic response. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Radius (m)

lo-1 1_ ...........

I FIGURE 15C. RADIAL DISPLACEMENT AT 0.0001925

.. lo" 1 2 j S AND 0.032 S.
C_

E lo.13

14
10" --O-- 0.032 I

_. -'-Ck--- 0.000192 s

1°'15 l

lo-16t .....i " i • li " I ' I "

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Radius(m)

FIGURE 15A. WASTE PERMEABILITY AT 0.0001925 S
AND O.O32 S.
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drilling operations. The direct removal of waste is an
important component in determining the overall compliance

0.4'I , of waste repositories such as WIPP to regulatory guidelines.

t

To assess compliance it is necessary to quantify the amount of
0.3 waste that may reach the surface as the result of drilling.

Although the available literaturedoes discuss spall as it relates
" to hydrocarbon exploration, procedures that can be used to0.2 _ 0.032=
_0 A _ 0.000192 = quantify this phenomenon were not uncovered.

•.1 [ In an effort to gain additional understanding of gas-induced

•= o.1 _ t spall as it relates to a repository such as WIPP, a number of

= calculations were undertaken the results of which are reported0.0
> herein. One of the principal difficulties in these calculations

was the characterization of the decomposed, compacted waste.
-o.1 Currently, the constitutive nature of the waste is largely

unknown and, to facilitate the analysis, both an elastic and an
-o.2 elastic-plastic model were chosen.

o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 The calculation and waste stress response assuming elastic
Radius(m) behavior suggests conditions conducive to borehole failure or

sloughing adjacent to the borehole when gas-pressurized waste
is suddenly encountered. If the borehole pressure is allowed to

FIGURE 15D. VOLUMETRIC STRAIN AT0.0001925 S decrease gradually rather that instantaneously, the tensile
effective stress levels are diminished, suggesting a lessening

AND 0.032 S. of the tendency to spall. However, the range of possible
pressure decay rates that axe likely to be encountered will not
eliminate the tendency for gas-flow-induced =pall near the
borehole.

If the waste is assumed to behave as a granular, soil.like
material with a non-linear constitutive character and a small

1.0o+7 cohesive strength, again the behavior of the waste subject to
gas flow indicates a movement toward the borehole. In both
the one- and two-dimensional computational models, where an

0.o0+o ._'...... ,............. ,.,.........._._ instantaneous borehole pressure drop is assumed, the inwardmotion of the waste-borehole boundary would quickly (in
_. milliseconds) be blocked by the presence of the drillstringand

would remain impressed against the driilstring while a

.1.o0+7 sufficient pore pressure gradient is maintained.
NegativeStressesare Compresolve What happensto the wasteas it is impressedagainstthe

drillstringis notknown sincethe interfacebetweenthe waste
and drillstem is very difficult to characterize without

-2.o0+7 experimental verification. One possibility is the compressed
waste will completely block the flow of drilling mud. Whether
the drilling operation can proceed in such circumstances is
unknown. Certainly the flow of gas out of the waste will be-3.o0+7 • i • i • i • i •
further restricted, if not completely blocked. Such a

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 restrictionwould prolong the compressivestressesacting
Radius(m) betweenthedrillstring andthe waste. Anotherpossibilityis

thatsomedrillingfluid may be ableto channelitsway through
FIGURE 16D. RADIALEFFECTIVE STRESS the waste-drillstemboundarycarryingerodedwasteup intothe

DISTRIBUTION AT 0.032 S. upperborehole.
The driller may be able to detect the resistance afforded by

the waste pressing against the drillstem by the increase in

D ISC US SIO N torque, circulation pressure, and by a drop in mud flowrate
(Austin, 1983). Undersuch conditionsthe driller may raise

The literatureconfirmsthat problemsof spali,sloughing, the cutting bit and allow the "spall" to continuenaturally,
or caving of a borehole wall often occur when an exploratory eventually proceeding after the process diminishes (Short,drill bit encounters a geopressurized formation. In addition, a
similar phenomenon known as outbursting has been observed 1982). Often under these conditions a repetitive process is
in the mining or drilling of coal. undertaken of cleaning out, drilling ahead a few feet of new

The gases generated in a waste repository as the result of hole, picking up the drill bit to check for fill, then cleaning
out again. This is repeated until spalling slows. The cleanout

brine, and bacterial-induced degradationof the waste can create procedurecan be used for 12 to 24 hours or longer if it showsconditions in the repository similar to those that occur
naturally and which cause problems during hydrocarbon sign of becoming effective (Short, 1982).
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